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Collective behavior in physics and biologyCollective behavior in physics and biology

Pretty  simulations, few proofs



Spectacular progress in understanding Spectacular progress in understanding 
networked systemsnetworked systems




Collective phenomena
in social and economic networks
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Example: Example: Flocking and motion  coordinationFlocking and motion  coordination

• How can a group of moving agents collectively decide on 
direction, based on nearest neighbor interaction? 

How does global behavior (herding) emerge from local interactions?



The heading  value updated (in discrete time) 
as a weighted average of the  value of its 
neighbors: move one step along updated 
direction

Neighborhood relation depends on heading 
value, resulting in change in topology

An intuitive model (An intuitive model (VicsekVicsek’’ 1995)1995)

A network which changes as a result of 
node dynamics

MAIN QUESTION MAIN QUESTION :: When do all 
headings converge to the same value?

Locally:



Consensus in changing networksConsensus in changing networks

Theorem (Jadbabaie et al. 2003): If  there is a sequence of 
bounded, non-overlapping time intervals Tk , such that over any 
interval of length Tk , the network of agents is “jointly connected ”, 
then all agents will asymptotically reach consensus. 

Similar result for continuous time, leader follower, 
Time-delays, dynamic agents, nonlinear averaging….

Special case: network is connected “once in a  while”



Nonlinear dynamics and time delaysNonlinear dynamics and time delays
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Theorem (Papachristodoulou & J’06): If switching with dwell time,
and interaction graph contains  a spanning tree over time 
then consensus set is asymptotically attracting

:  Number of agents
:  Positive gains.
:  Information held by agent ,  1, , . 
:  Locally Passive Functions
:  Interaction Graph Adjacency Matrix 
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Consensus  and flocking in dynamic agentsConsensus  and flocking in dynamic agents

Double integrator model

Neighbors of i distance 
dependent:

Cohesion/Separation

Alignment

(Tanner et al., 2007) Connectivity implies velocity alignment

Cucker & Smale 07:  Similar result for distance-dependent adacency



Consensus literature:  Consensus literature:  
an incomplete surveyan incomplete survey



Endogenous change of network:Endogenous change of network: 
Simplest nonSimplest non--trivial exampletrivial example

Bounded confidence opinion model 
(Krause, 2000, Hendrix et  al. 2008)

Nodes update their opinions as a 
weighted average    of the opinion 
value of their friends
Friends are those whose opinion 
is already close (e.g. within 1 unit)
When will there be fragmentation 
and when will there be 
convergence of opinions?
Node dynamics changes 

topology
Vicsek model in 1d
Special case: Gossiping: each 
node only talks to one neighbor at 
a time
Simulations informative but not 
enough

Close to 2



Consensus in random networksConsensus in random networks



Consensus in Random NetworksConsensus in Random Networks

The graphs could even be correlated so long as  they are  stationary-ergodic. 

Also Hatano & Mesbahi 2006; Wu 2006; Picci & Taylor 2007;
Fagnani & Zampieri 2008; Porfiri & Stilwell 2007



What about consensus value?What about consensus value?

Almost SurelyCan we say more?

[Boyd, Ghosh, Prabhakar, Shah, 2006]



Switching Switching ErdosErdos--RenyiRenyi GraphsGraphs
Consider a network with n nodes and a vector of initial values, x(0)
Repeated local averaging using a switching and directed graph 
In each time step,                is a realization of a random graph where 
edges appear with probability, Pr(aij =1)=p, independently of each other

Random

Ensemble
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Stationary behavior

We can find a close form expression for the mean & variance of x*



Mean and variance in EMean and variance in E--R graphsR graphs
Remember, for any IID graph sequence

Expected weight matrix is symmetric! Therefore mean is just 
average of initial condiitons!

Computing the variance of x* is more complicated 
Involves the Perron vector of the matrix E[Wk ⊗Wk ] . 
( it is not Kronecker product of two eigenvectors!)

Can  derive a closed form expression of the left eigenvector of 
E[Wk ⊗Wk ] for any network size n, link probability p, and initial 
condition x(0).



What doesWhat does EE[W[Wkk ⊗⊗WWkk ] ] look likelook like??

E[Wk ⊗Wk ]  is Not E[Wk ] ⊗ E[Wk ] , but it almost is!
Only n of the n2 entries are different!

q=1-p and H(p,n) can be written 
in terms of a hypergeometric function



A Surprising ResultA Surprising Result

Theorem:

No Kronecker products  or hyper-geometric functions

As network size grows, variance  of consensus value goes to 
zero!

What about other random graph models?



From consensus to From consensus to 
information aggregationinformation aggregation



Consensus and naConsensus and naïïve social learning ve social learning 

Need to make sure  update converges to the correct 
value

Wisdom of crowds 



Social learningSocial learning

There is  a (pay-off relevant) true state of the world, among 
countably many (eg quality of a product, suitability of a 
political candidate, …)

We start from a prior distribution, would like to update the 
distribution (or belief on the true state) with more 
observations

Ideally we use Bayes rule to do the information aggregation

Works well when there is one agent (Blackwell, 
Dubins’1962), becomes hard when more than 2!



Social learningSocial learning



Bayesian learningBayesian learning



Problem with Bayesian social learningProblem with Bayesian social learning



NaNaïïve vs. Rational learningve vs. Rational learning

Just average!

Fuse info with Bayes Rule

Naïve learning



Locally Rational, Globally NaLocally Rational, Globally Naïïve: ve: 
Bayesian learning under peer pressureBayesian learning under peer pressure



Model descriptionModel description



Model  descriptionModel  description



What do we mean by learning?What do we mean by learning?

Weak merging of opinions

Asymptotic learning



Belief Update RuleBelief Update Rule



Why this update?Why this update?



Eventually correct forecastsEventually correct forecasts

Agents will make accurate predictions about the future



Why strong connectivity?Why strong connectivity?

No convergence if different people interpret signals differently
N is misled by listening to the less informed agent B



ExampleExample

One can actually learn from others



Observationally Observationally --equivalentequivalent 
states and states and distinguishabilitydistinguishability

A state is observationally-equivalent with the true state from 
the point of view of an agent if the conditional likelihoods are 
the same, i.e.

States that are not equivalent to the true state are 
distinguishable, i.e., there exists signals and a large enough 
time such that

Technical assumption (*): 

distinguishable states



Agreement on BeliefsAgreement on Beliefs



Learning from othersLearning from others



Social LearningSocial Learning



Rate of ConvergenceRate of Convergence



ExampleExample



SummarySummary
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